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Excellencies, 

Thanks to the honourable Mr Chair,  

Distinguished Delegates,  

Firstly, representing BPS-Statistics Indonesia we the Indonesian Delegates ready to support the 

new responsible after Mr. Suhariyanto elected as the Chair of this the Fifth Session of the 

Committee on Statistics.  

Secondly, in this opportunity, Indonesia Delegate would like to express a deep appreciation and 

thankfulness for the effective work of UN-ESCAP and its invaluable contribution to the 

advancement of statistics in the Asia Pacific region. 

We would like to inform the process of conducting to build indicator of SDG, such as 

President Directives within Cabinet Meeting, December 2015:  

1. Optimise the coordination role of Bappenas in development as most of the SDGs 

indicators are integrated into the National Medium Term Development Plan (RPJMN) 

2015-2019 

2. Involve all stakeholders (government, members of parlement, civil society organization, 

philanthropy and business, researchers and academicians) to synergise for SDGs, 

accordingly.  

New surveys have been developed to enrich information needed for constructing SDGs 

indicators: 

 Anti-Corruption Behavior – GOAL 16 
 Social Capital – GOAL 16 
 Indonesia Democracy Index – GOAL 16 
 Happiness Index – GOAL 16 
 Violence against woman and children – GOAL 5 
 Victimization Survey – GOAL 5 
 Household Behavior to Environmental Changes – GOAL 8 

The latest new survey conducted was Survey on Quality of Water, the result of coordination with 

the Ministry of Health and UNICEF. The results in portraying the quality of water in one district is 

good for analysis, however, because of the unavailability of laboratory to check the quality of 



water, the same survey cannot be conducted in many districts. This is the example and 

challenge that have to be solve for other indicators in Indonesia.   

 


